
Dear optrel partners

We are constantly working to improve our products even further to offer more protection 
and more comfort to all the optrel endusers.

Please take note of our latest revaluations.

1) NEW!! AIR HOSE for optrel e3000 PAPR system
 

Higher flexibility

Until now the optrel e3000 air hose had a fixed size. To make the wearing of the PAPR 
system more comfortable for all end users -no matter how tall they are- we improved our 
air hose which is now flexible (70 - 130 cm). 

Flame retardant

The air hose is characterized by a higher flame retardance in order to be better protected 
of sparks and weld spatters. Due to this improvement the protection sleve is no longer 
necessary (but of course still available as additional accessory ‘4551.021’).

Please note that all our PAPR systems will be delivered without airhose protection sleve. 
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2) NEW!! AIR HOSE HOLDER for optrel e3000 PAPR system
 

Better fixation

The new little- but very intelligent optrel PAPR accessory will fix the air hose directly to 
the headband of the welding/grinding helmet and reduce the swinging of the air hose to 
a minimum. 
It’s easy to mount and to use individually on the left or right side of the helmet - depend-
ing on the fact if you are a left- or right-hander.
It fits the air hose with or without protection sleve.

Please note that every optrel PAPR welding helmet will from now on leave our warehouse 
with a preinstalled optrel air hose holder.

Article No. 4551.024 - 1 piece - 4.10 EUR
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3) NEW!! SILICONE PROTECTION COVER
      for the grind button/potentiometer of e600 series and vegaview2.5

Protection from dust, fumes and dirt

Protects the grind button/potentionmeter (shade level adjustment) of your expert helmet 
and vegaview2.5 from dust, fumes and dirt. 
The new silicone protection cover will increase the period of mechanical functionality of 
the enduser’s welding helmet while working in a dirty environment. 

Please note that every optrel welding helmet (e-series, vegaview2.5) will from now on leave 
our warehouse with a preinstalled optrel silicone protection cover.

Article No. 5003.514 - 10 pieces - 10.10 EUR
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